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Preface

In March 1987 NASA's Spaceand Earth Science Advisory Com- !
mittee (SESAC) formally identified the need for "a strategy for in-
corporating small, flexible missions, particularly those w_h rapid
response times, in the overall program fer the earth sciences." The
SESAC noted that although small-mission science strategies had
been prepared by the Space Science Board's (SSB) Committee on
Solar and Space Physics and Committee on Space Astronomy and
Astrophysics, and by NASA's Solar System Exploration Committee
for their resper+;ve disciplines, a comparably detailed scientific strat-
egy had not bet developed for NASA's earth science program. Fol-
lowing the SESAC recommendation, NASA's Office of Space Science
and Applications asked the NRC's Space Science Board to conduct
a study that would evaluate the small missions concept for earth
science research.

The SSB's Committee on Earth qciences (CES) discussed the
need for writing such a report at its 1987 spring meeting. The com-
mittee proposed that the report determine the scientific rationale
for establishing a line of "Explorer-class" missions in the earth sci-
ences, and address institutional and programmatic issues in devising
a comprehensive strategy.

The Space Science Board authorized the writing of this report
on May 1, 1987. In approving the study, the board noted it had
previously recommended that NASA not dilute the existing Explorer

vii
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program with the addition of more disciplines, unless funding for
that program were substantially increased. As a result, the SSB
directed the committee to frame its arguments to support either
a separate small mission line for the earth sciences or a greatly
expanded Explorer line. With this caveat, the CES was charged with
the following tasks:

1. Assess the need for establishing a line of small missions in
the earth sciences to achieve the goals and objectives outlined in the
previous CES report, A Strategy for Earth Science from Space, Parts
I and II, and review other relevant reports as appropriate.

2. Provide examples of potential missions.
3. Define the role and scope of such a mission line, including

the levels of funding, launch rate, mission capabilities, and relation
to other earth science missions and programs.

4. Address related issues such as the impact on the earth sci- t
ence community and university programs, and federal interagency fand international cooperatiop..

The CES began gathering information in October 1987 and de-
veloped the report during the winter/spring of 1988. The committee
consulted numerous scientific and technical colleagues in addition to
a variety of reports and journals. Appendix A lists those references.

Before the committee completed this study, the Office of Space
Science and Applications (OSSA) published its first 5-year program
strategy. The OSSA strategy for the Earth Science and Applications
Division included plans to establish a program for a series of small
missions in the earth sciences, beginning in fiscal year 1990, ,:imilar
to the one proposed in our report. Although the committee is en-
couraged by thiz important first step, we are well aware of the many
hurdles that remain in bringing such a concept to fruition. The com-
mittee consequently forwards this report with the express intent of
endorsing this preliminary action by NASA and to assist the agency
in the successful realization of an effective--and permanent--Earth
Explorer mission line.

Byron D. Tapley, Chairman
Committee on Earth Sciences
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1

Executive Summary

INTRODUCTION

The goal of the current NASA Earth System Science _nitiative
is to obtain a comprehensive scientific understanding of the Earth as

an integrated, dynamic system. To achieve this goal, the ccmpoilents
of the Earth's system must be identified, their functions defined, and
their evolution over all time scales understood. The v.eed to predict

changes resulting from both natural and anthropogenic causes, dur-
ing periods as short as a decade and as long as a century, provides a
formidable challenge. A successful program for identifying, analyz-

ing, and predicting global change will require measuring a number
of ha,sic physical, chemical, and biological components of the Earth's
system on a global scale with adequate temporal and geographical

sampling.
The centerpiece of the Earth System Science initiative will be

a set of instruments carried on polar-orbiting platforms under the

Earth Observing System (Eos) program. The program involves col-
laboration by NASA with other national and international agencies.
The Eos instruments will address many of the recommendations for

global measurements of important environmental variables as out-
lined in a previous Committee on Ear;,h Sciences (CES) repert, A

1
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Strategy for Earth Science from Space, Parts I and II.* The mea-
surements are expected to contribute significantly to the Interna-

tional Geosphere-Biosphere Program (IGBP) and NASA's Mission
to Planet Earth initiative, and they will stimulate earth system sci-
ence research during the next decade.

The coml,ittee endorses the Earth System Science initiative.
However, in examining the current needs of the earth sciences in light
of the former CES recommendations and in attempting to project
current trends into the next decade, the committee finds several is-

sues that require prompt attention. These concerns focus on the
adequacy of the proposed observations and on the overall vitality--
in terms of innovation, training, and programmatic flexibility--in
the earth sciences community. Although a wide range of measure-
ments can be taken by the planned Eos platforms, a number of other

observations identified in the previous CES strategy and in other Na-
tional Research Council and federal agency reports cannot be made
from the platforms because of special orbit or sensor requirelaents.
These include high-resolution measurements of the g%bal gravity
field and its time variation; active microwave measurements of global
precipitation throughout the diurnal cycle, which requires a nonsyn-

chronous orbit; and repeated observations of the Earth's magnetic
field with sufficient accuracy to allow the characterization of decadal
variations, which requires a magnetically "clean" satellite. The al-

titude and inclination of the polar-orbiting Eos platforms, together
with their sun-synchronous orbits, will preclude such measurements,

as well as a number of others discussed in the body of this report.
Plans tc obtain some. of these data sets are included in proposed,

but unscheduled, missions such as the Geopntential Resear-h Mis-
sion, the Tropical Rainfall Measurement Mission, and the Magnetic
Field Explorer. In contrast to the Explorer program for astronomy

and astrophysics and solar and space physics, however, NASA does
not currently have the appropriate programmatic structure for im-
pleraenting these and other small and moderate-size earth science
missions.

Recent evei:t., have under3eored our inability to maintain critical
time series measurements. A gap in ocean color observations, impor-

tant to the area of biological oceanography for the study of global bio-
geochemical cycles and the prediction of long-term climatic changes,

*A complete llst cf references used in the preparation of this report is
included in Appendix A.
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hasalreadyoccurredwiththeterminationoftheCoastalZoneColor
Scannermeasurements"m Nimbus 7 in !986.Globalstratospheric
totalozonemeasurementswithhighspatialresolution,instrumental
inmonitoringtherecurringphenomenon ofstratosphericozonede-
pletionabovetheAntarctic,willsoonbecomeunavailablebecauseno
firm plans have been made f_r a follow-on mission to the Nimbus 7 i
Total Ozone M ,)ping Spectrometer. A similar gap in the collection
of data on the Earth's radiative exchanges of energy, indispensable
to a better understanding of climatic processes and the "greenhouse
effect,° is expected to occur at the end of the current Earth Radiation
Budget Experiment.

Although all of these instruments are planned for the Eos plat-
forms, the potential lapse of such measurements during the first
half of the 1996s will be extremely disruptive to global change re-
search programs. Those programs rely on uninterrupted data flows
to improve quantitative models of the earth system for identifying
and simulating environmental trends. In addition, NASA's ability to
make specialized measurements of new or rapidly changing phenom-
ena, such as ocean pollution and greenhouse gases, cont_.nues to be
severely limited.

With the growing capabilities of other nations to perform earth
observations from satellites, it is also important for NASA to main-
tain the flexibility for responding in a timely manner to opportunities
for international cooperation. Such a capability will be needed for a
comprehensive program in earth system science and, in particular,
to fulfill the requirements of the IGBP and Mission to Planet Earth
initiatives.

The vitality of the space component of the earth sciences w_as
established in part through a series of inexpensive Explorer missions
from the late 1950s into t'.le 1970s. Indeed, the Explorer program as-
sured progress in many earth science disciplines throughout the early
history of space exploration. It promoted frequent access to space,
supported missions of a specific or unique nature, provided a quick
and flexible reaction capability, bridged the programmat,c gap be-
tween sounding rockets and major missions, presented more effective
and diverse opportunities for international cooperation, and greatly
enhanced the educational and training programs at our universities.
Unfortunately, with the exception of research in solar-terrestrial pro-
cesses, access to the Explorer program enjoyed by the earth science
community during the first two decades of the space age was lost
by the early 1980s. Moreover, the ability to conduct small and
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moderate-sizemissionsoutsidethatprogramhasbeenseverelycir-
cumscribedasa greaterproportionofNAS&'s earthsciencebudget
hasbeenallocatedtolargerat_dmore complexmissions.

RECOMMENDATIONS

An Earth Explorer program can open new vistas in the earth
sciences, encourage innovation, and solve critical scientific problems.
Specificmissionsmust be rigorouslyshapedby thedemandsaad op-
portunitiesofhigh-qualityscienceand must complementtheEarth
ObservingSystem and theMissionto PlanetEarth. Itisthere-

foreessentialthattheprogramfollowa comprehensivestrategyfor
accomphshingthesegoals.

The Committee on Earth Sciences recommends that a new Earth

E_plorer mission series be funded at a level ti,at would allow the con- t
struction of two small missions per year, or one moderate mission ev- [cry 8 years. Announcements of opportunity for such missions should
be divided according to two separate solicitations, one for missions
and instruments costing less than $30 million and one for missions
in the $30 million to $150 million range. The Eart'a Explorer series
should be established e.s a level-of-effort program similar to the ex-
isting Explorer line, but managed -ntirely by NASA's Earth Science
and Applications Division. Maintaining independent control over the
programwillhelpensurethatitremainsresponsivetotheneedsof
theearthsciencescommunityand willpreventthefurtherdilutionof
an alreadyoversubscribedExplorerp:ogramforastronomyand as-
trophysics,and solarand spacephysics.The leveloffundingshould
be adequatetoflya continuousseriesofmissionsatan averagerate
ofapproximatelyoneperyear.

The traditionalstrengthoftheexistingNASA Explorerlinehas
been easy,frequent,and inexpensiveaccesstospace.The r_com-
mendationsthatfollowaredesignedtoreturnsimilaropportunities
totheearthsciences.

1. Each Earth Ezplorer mission should be sharply focused on
significant scientific issues. A mission should explore import._nt
scientific issues or fill in gaps that may arise in the collection of long-
term data sets. The program could also provide the collateral benefit
of advancing technology development in achieving its objectives. In
any case, the missions should be justified by their own scientific
merit. The Earth Explorers should not be used for the engineering
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development and flight testing cr instruments for large missions or
platfcrms.

2. Prog*ammatic continuity and flexibility must be maintained.
In order for the recommended program to have a significant impact
on the earth sciences, it must be started with a clear e_pectation of

r maintaining uninterrupted continuity. The program should also be
designed for flexibility, both in choosing the most important scientific
questions to address and in allowing for reasonably wide variations
in the scale of the missions. Rapid response times are necessary to
react in a timely manner to _udden changes in our environment, or
to take advantage of opportunities to collaborate with other agencies
or nations.

3. Costs must be rigorously controlled in all phases of the pro-
gram. The key to the success of the Earth Explorer program will
be to obtain the maximum scientific value per dollar expended The
spiraling coots of instruments for observations from space can be
controlled by sharply focusing the scientific objectives, by assigning
principal investigators the prime resvonsibility for nuality and cost
contro', and by carefully a_.ssi, g the tradeoff between reliability
and multiple copies of instruments. Standard satellite buses and
launch _ehicles should be used w_enever this is both scientifically
and economically advantageous.

4. Given the emphasis on strongly focused missions, the data
transmSasiol_ and processing activities are likely to be 'slat:rely rood-
est. Nevertheless, strict schedules and reliability requirements must
be met, and the data should be made available as ouickly as fossib!e to
sci, ntific archives or to ope,_ network_ in scientific formats. Careful
planning and ezperiment_tion with the integration over networks of
data from diverse so=rces will be essential.

5. A sig_tificant fiaction of the total costs for each mission should
be allocated to data analysis, interpretation, and reiated theoretical
modeling work. Because the scietific objectives fol any mission are
achieved only after the da_a have be._n distributed and thoroughly
analyzed, adequate funding for this purpose is fundamental to the
mi_iun's success. The committee strongly recomm_,_ds that the
appropriate resource levels be ailocatc _, to the mission operations
and data analysis budget to support such activities.

6. A basic goal of the Earth Ez,,_o.'erprogram must be to speed up
the conversion of cot, ccpts into satellite mission., and of raw data into
scientific results. The time scales of the program must be designed
to attract leading scientists and taleuted students, and to avoid the
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mountingcostsofprotractedspaceprojects.Thereforeitisessential
thatthemissionsbe laun,:hedwithin2 to3 yearsofacceptanceof
engineeringdesignforthesmallestmissions,and 3 to4 yearsforthe
moderate-sizeones.

7. The Earth Ezplor_r program must develop a selection pro-
cess that encourages the beat ideas and does not require inordinate
investments in engineering, de#ign during the initial proposal phase.
To achievethisobjectivet_.eselectionprocessshouldproceedintwo
phases.Inthefirstphase,proposalsshouldbe requestedthatem-
phasizethescientificissuesandtheinstrumentconcepts,withonlya
limiteddiscussionofengineeringissues.Inthesecondphase,onlythe
most promisingconceptsshouldbe chosenforfurtherdevelopment
and preliminaryinstrumentdesigninordertocompeteina further
selectionprocess.Thisapproachwillminimizethetotalcommunity
investment in pre_axing proposals, and will make it attractive for j
scientists with good ideas but limited resources to compete in the rpreliminary phase of Earth Explorer selection. The overselection of
missions or instruments should be assiduously avoided.

8. ]nteragency and international collaboration must be opti-
mized. Collaboration with other agencieq and nations fosters the
development of a stronger space science program at reduced cost to
NASA. Every opportunity for cooperat!on in utilizing and financing
Earth Explorer missions should be conside:ed.

The committee believes that the proposed Earth Explorer pro-
gram provides a substantial opportunity for progress in the earth
sciences, both through independent missions and through missions
designed to complement the large-scale platforms and international
research programs that represent important national commitments.
The strategy presented in this report is intended to help ensure the
s,Tccess of the Earth Explorer program as a vital stimulant to the
study of our planet.

L _ 1990002768-016
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Earth Science from Space

INTRODUCTION

The U.S. space program began with the launch of an earth sci-
ence mission in February 1958. Explorer 1 carried a Geiger counter
into space and discovered the Van Allen radiation belts. Two months
later the 4-kg Vanguard 1 provided new information about the shape
of the Earth. This improved geodesy suggested convection currents
in the Earth's mantle and was later incorporated in the theory of
plate tectonics. The following year, Explorer 6 transmitted the first
pictures of clouds taken from space. By 1963, nineteen Explorers, as
well as many satellites bearing other names, had been launched.
More than half of the early Explorer missions wzre devoted to
Earth observation, the others to measuring the solar wind and other
extraterrestrial studies. Only five of the first nineteen Explorers
exceeded 50 kg in total weight.

From these beginnings, a powerful spaceborne capability has
grown for observing the Earth's gravity and magnetic fields, its
atmosphere, land surface, and oceans. A wide variety of imaging sys-
tems has been developed, ranging from the visible to the microwave
portions of the spectrum. Microwave altimeters have significantly im-
proved our knowledge of the Earth's gravity field over the oceans and
provided new insights into the structure and dynamic mechanisms

t 7
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of the ocean floor. Visible and near-infared imagery is essential for
weather forecasting, and the same data have opened up new meth-
ods for the study of ocean processes and the estimation of living
marine resources. Images of the land surface obtained from space
have revealed detailed aspects of surface composition and geologi-I
cal features. Precise measurements of the distances between points

I thousands of kilometers apart are now possible using satellite laser
ranging and radio interferometry. The opportunity is thus at band
to map the exposed surface of the continents at a resolution sufficient
to define their nature and monitor their evolution, and to measure
directly the relative motions of the Earth's tectonic plates on time
scales of a few years.

Infrared and microwave satellite sensor3 are now used routinely
to deduce vertical temperature profiles throughout the global atmo-
sphere. Techniques have also been developed for measuring from |
space the concentrations of many important trace gases in the atmo-
sFhere and their variations with altitude. It is now possible to make
precise measurements of surface elevation of the oceans, land, and
ice masses from Earth orbit. The Earth's gravitational and magnetic
fields can be determined for scales that range from global down to
wavelengths comparable to the spacecraft altitude. Wind velocity at
the surface of the ocean can be inferred from measurements of scat-

tered radiation. The ability to measure sea surface elevation, wind
stress over the ocean, and marine gravity will produce data that
are essential to drive and to test computer models of the circulation
of the world's ocean. Improvements in ocean models are needed to
understand the poleward transport of heat, the distribution of sedi-
ments, and the exchange of gases between the ocean and atmosphere.
In conjunction with space-based observations of the temperature and
color, these measurements will also lead to better understanding of
biological productivity, which in many cases is limited by the up-
welling of nutrients from the deep ocean to the surface.

SCIENTIFIC STRATEGY FOR THE EARTH SCIENCES

The classical disciplines of geology, geophysics, meteorology,
oceanography, biology, and chemistry are becoming increasingly in-
tegrated within the earth sciences. For example, the processes that
maintain stratospheric ozone levels involve radiative transfer, aerosol
physics, photochemistry, and atmospheric dynamics, and are affected
by human production of certain synthetic substanc¢s. Significantly

.................................................................................................................................i9900027"--68-018



reduced ozone levels would affect biological communities both on
land and in the ocean by allowing more ultraviolet radiation to reach
Earth's surface.

Observations of the global climate changes that are taking place
as a result of fossil fuel burning and other industrial activities provide
anotherexampleofthisintegraLion.The climaticchangesresulting
fromhuman activitiesoverthenext100yearsmay be largerthan
any naturallyoccurringchangestheEarthhasexperiencedoverthe
lastmillionyearsor more, dependingon therateof increaseof
greenhousegases.Thisrateofincreasewillbe controlledby complex
interactionsbetweensocioeconomicforces,geologicalproductionof
carbondioxide,and uptakeofcarbondioxideand otherindustrial
gasesby geochemicalandbiologicalprocesses.Inan agewhen human
activitiesarechangingthe globalenvironmentat an increasingly
rapidpace,a stronginteractionbetweenscientificdiscoveriesabout
theEarthandtheevolutionofpublicpolicyisveryimportant.

In additionto contributingto an increasingawarene3sof the
closetiesbetweenthe subdisciplineswithinearthsciences,space
observationshaveprovidedhumanitywitha globalperspectiveofthe
Earthasa self-containedphysical,chemical,and biologicalsystem.
Phenomena oncebelievedtobe local,suchasthecyclicalEl Nifio
warmwatercurrentintheeasternPacificOcean,arenow known to
be partsofpatternsdevelopingon a globalscale.

One responsetothesechangeshasbeentheevolutionofa new
interdisciplinaryapproachcalledearthsystemscience,whichinvesti-
gatestheconnectionsamong componentsinthesystem.The classical
method ofisolatingindividualcomponentsfordetailedanalysiswill
remainvital,butcannotaddressthecomplexinteractionsamong the
many componentsthatmake up theEarth.As thisrevolutionhas
spreadthroughtheearthsciencescommunity,planshaveevolvedto
studyour planetfrom a globalperspective.The FirstGlobalAt-
mosphericResearchProgram Experimentin 1979was a successful
initialattempttocharacterizetheatmospherewithgreatlyenhanced
measurementcapabilitiesfromships,buoys,and satellites.

Today,theglobalemphasisisapparentina number ofstudies,
suchastheInternationalLithosphereProgram,theGlobalTropo-
sphericChemistryProgram,the JointGlobalOcean Flux Study,
and theWorld ClimateResearchProgram.The latterincludesun-
der itsauspicestheTropicalOceansGlobalAtmosl;hereProgram,
the World Ocean CirculationExperiment,theInternationalSatel-
liteCloudClimatologyProject,andtheInternationalSatelliteLand
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Surface Climatology Project. All of these research programs rely
extensively on spacecraft measurements.

Preparations are now being made by a special committee of the
International Council of Scientific Unions (ICSU) to initiate the most
ambitious global study of all, the International Geosphere-Biosphere
Program (IGBP). The objective of this program, as set forth by
the ICSU General Assembly, is _to describe and understand the
physical, chemical and biological processes that regulate the total
Earth system, the unique environment that it provides for life, the
changes that are occurring in this system and the manner in which
they are influenced by human actions." The IGBP will take at least
a decade to begin answering these questions and will require the
cooperation of practically all countries to achieve success. Again, the
principal tools needed to carry out this massive study will be a broad
array of research and operational spacecraft in a variety of orbits and
altitudes, as well as sophisticated data management capabilities to
handle the vast quantities of scientific information.

Over the past few years a number of National Research Council
and federal agency reports have examined the scientific and pro-
grammatic issues of earth system science. The Committee on Earth
Sciences (CES) published A Strategy for Earth Scie,ce from Space in
two parts, the first dealing with the solid earth and oceans (1982) and
the second regarding the atmosphere and interactions with the solid
earth, oceans, and biota (1985). The stated goals were as follows:

• to determine the composition, structure, and dynamics of
the solid planet, its oceans and atmosphere, and the surrounding
envelope of charged particles and fields;

• to characterize the systems o_ living organisms and their in-
teractions with their environment;

• to understand the processes by which the Earth formed as a
planet and evolved to its present state;

• tc determine the atmospheric distribut;.ons and cycles of
mass, energy, momentum, water vapor, and chemical constituents
important to the climate and to the ma..intenance of life;

• to understand the physical and chemical dynamics of the
atmosphere and its intera_:tions with the land, ice caps, oceans, and
biota; and

• to understand the evolution of the atmosphere to its present
state and to predict its future evolution on time scales of less than
100 years, including the effects of anthropogenic and natural pertur-
bations.

1990002768-020
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The CES strategy'sgoalsandrelatedscientificobjectivesfigured
prominentlyinthewritingofsubsequentreports,includingtwoofthe
mostrecentonesintheglob_,earthsciences,MissiontoPlanetEarth
and Earth System Science: A Frogram for Global Change, both pub-
lished in 1988. Mission to Planet Earth is part of the Space Science
Board study, Space Science in the Twenty-first Century. It takes the
broadest perspective by considering the scientific objectives for the
systematic study of the planet from its center to the outer reaches
of the atmosphere. In order to address this comprehensive scope of
scientific research, Mission to Planet Earth calls for a satellite-based
observing system composed of five geostationary satellites, a set of
two to six polar-orbiting platforms, and a series of special missions
that require other orbits.

The other report, Earth System Science: A Program for Global
Change, by NASA's Earth System Science Committee (ESSC), lays t
out a global strategy that U.S. agencies should follow to advance learth science research during the coming decades. The report's
objective "to obtain a scientific understanding of the entire Earth
system on a global scale by describing how its component parts and
their interactions have evolved, how they function, and how they
may be expected to evolve on all time scales," closely parallels the
goals of the M_.ssion to Planet Earth and the IGBP. The report also
emphasizes the importance of maintaining a diverse space program
and developing new instruments and techniques. Toward this end
the ESSC recommends the establishment of two new initiatives by
NASA: the Earth Observing System (Eos) polar-orbiting platforms
and a complementary Earth System Explorer series of research mis-
sions.

THE NEED I_OREARTH EXPLORER MISSIONS
IN CLOBAL EARTH SCIENCES

The centerpiece of the earth science program that NASA has
proposed for the mid-1990s on is the Earth Observing System. Eos
will consist of several major satellite observatories in polar orbits. By
carrying many sensors, each observatory will combine the functions
now performed by a number of separate satellites. This integrated
approach is expected to strengthen interdisciplinary research and
international cooperation in the earth sciences.

Not all earth science objectives, however, can be achieved with
instruments on the Eos observatories. Some mis3ions require unique
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orbits or for other reasons do not fit into the Eos configurat{on.
Examples that are discussed later in this report are the mea_.,'e-
ments that could be made by the proposed Geopotential Research

i Mission,theTropicalRainfallMission,theMagneticFieldExplorer,
i and a number ofotherverysmallmissionsor instruments.They

l necessitate additional flexibility in the space program to provide a i
wider variety of access to space. Although these types of missions
have been endorsed scientifically and programmatically in previous
reports, they have not been implemented.

The past successes of NASA's earth science program were
founded on a broad spectrum of opportunities for research. Aircraft,
balloons, shuttle flights, and small, modest satellite missions have all
played important roles in complementing the data acquired by larger
observatories. In recent years, the small and moderate-size earth
science missions have nearly disappeared from the space program--
a dramatic reversal from the 1960s, when the Explorer series was
launching about four satellites a year, many devoted to earth science
missions. The current NASA policy is to restrict proposals submit-
ted to the existing Explorer program to the "traditional" Explorer
fieilds of space physics and astronomy. Without the availability of a
programmatic ._,tructure in which to initiate small and r_oderate-size
mi,_sions the opportunities for earth science payloads have become
severely restricted. This situation will continue into the Eos era
unless corrective action is taken.

There are several advantaEes to small missions. They present a
gre_ter variety of access to space. They provide vehicles for incre-
mental testing of technology and scientific ideas. And they typically
involve less concept-to-launch time, less system integration, and less
engineeringoverheadthanlargemissions.

The rapidappearanceoftheAntarcticozoneholeinthelate
1970shas demonstratedtheneedforrapidresponsesto emerging
concernsabout the globalenvironmentalchangesthataretaking
place.In the caseof theAntarcticozonedepletionitwas fortu-
natethatan appropriateinstrumentwas availableto observethe
phenomenon.Thisw_s trueonlybecauseoftheunexpectedlylong
usefullifeoftheTotalOzone Mapping Spectrometer(TOMS} in-
strumenton theNimbus 7 satellite.Yet a gap intheseessential
ozone measurements will occur unless immediate steps are taken to
fly another TOMS.

Furthermore, with the growing capabilities of other nations in
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Earth observations, it is important that NASA maintain the flexibil-
ity to respond in a timely way to opportunities for international co-
operation. The capacity to react to such opportunities is mandatory
for a comprehensive program in the earth sciences and, in particular,
to satisfy the requirements of the Mission to Planet Earth and the
IGBP.

It is not clear that economies of scale necessarily favor large
missions. For several instruments to share the same power, commu-
nications, and other utilities on a common platform appears sensible,
but one adverse effect is to _makethe investment in these platforms
very large. With large investments comes a need for designs that
minimize the risk of failure, which further increases the costs. But
with smaller missions, the risks associated with a failure are more
modest, and the cost/risk spiral can be avoided.

The 1985 CES strategy stated that "the present frequency and
mix of space flights are not adequate to maintain a vigorous, produc-
tive program in earth sciences." The Space Science Board's Com-
mittee on Space Astronomy and Astrophysics expressed a similar
concern the following year in it_,_report, The Ezplorer Program for As-
tronomy and Astrophysics: "Small (initially) high-risk experiments
may have been crowded from the market of ali space opportunities.
Considerable improvement would follow naturally from a greater
frequency of flight opportunities."

The U.S. space science program has benefited from the combined
efforts of scientists in government agencies, in industry, and in uni-
versity laboratories. The Explorer program has been of particular
importance to space research conducted at universities. It has pro-
vided frequent opportunities for fundamental work at the forefront of
earth and space science. Because of the comparatively short develop-
ment and flight cycles of Explorer missions, students have been able
to participate in all phases, from conceptual design to development,
implementation, and scientific interpretation of data from individual
space missions. Involvement with several phases of the full mission
contributes to the student's development, leading, in the long run, to
a pool of trained scientists and engineers for the space program. The
lead time for most space missions has grown to at least 10 years from
concept to launch. Yet graduation, promotion, and tenure within a
university require productivity early in a career, making such long
delays professionally unacceptable.

In the earth sciences, lack of access to space is now acutely and
widely felt. It may lead to the discouragement of young scientists,

l 8
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theinabilityto attractthemost creativestudentstothediscipline,
and theeventualfailureofthenationtoproducefuturegenerations
ofskilledspacescientistsand _igineers.

A relatedeffectof the long-lead,big-sciencestructureisthe
boom-and-bustcycleitpromotesinindividualdisciplines.The ex-
citementofdiscoverythataccompaniesa successfulmajormission
may be followedby yearsofwaitingforthe13gicalfollow-onmission.
A strategythatprovidesforfrequentaccesstospace,and thatdoes
notrelyon bigmissionstothetotalexclusionofsmallones,willbe
much more effectivesad productive.

The needforfrequent,low-andmoderate-costspaceexperiments
in the earth sciences is undeniable. The committee th,_refore recom-
mends that NASA create a separate Earth Ezplorer line within the
Earth Science and Applications Division _udget, beginning in fiscal
year 1990. In the chapters that follow, the committee looks at past [
and prospective Explorer-class missions in the earth sciences and lproposes a strategy for an effective program.
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The Earth Explorer Program

INTRODUCTION

The Earth Observing System (Eos) will be the centerpiece of the
global program for observing the Earth, as discussed in the previous
chapter. The system, comprising three to six large polar-orbiting
platforms, will carry an elaborate suite of coordinated instruments,
feeding data to an extensive network of sophisticated data processing
and distribution systems. There is, however, a critical need for many
global measurements of the atmosphere, solid earth, and oceans
that cannot be made either effectively or at all by Eos, but that
could be accomplished by an Earth Explorer series of missions. The
Earth Explorer program would provide access to space for low-cost
spacecraft that require different orbital altitudes or inclinations from
those provided by the proposed polar and geosynchronous platforms.
In addition, the program would (1) provide the capability to respond
rapidly and flexibly to evolving environmentai problems, or to new
scientific or technological developments; (2) preserve continuity in
the monitoring of important phenomena with variations Gn rapid or
unknown timescales; and (3) foster opportul, ities for sharing costs
with other space agencies.

15
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PAST MISSIONS

The earliest Explorer missions opened up entirely new, exciting
fields in the earth sciences while bringing th_ nation to the forefront
of space science. Of the Explorer spacecraft built and launched in the
past 30 years, 44 out of 78 were devoted primarily to earth science
objectives (see T_ble 3.1). Significant _ccomplishments from these
missions have :n:luded the following:

• taking of the first pictures cf _he Earth and its atmosphere, a
capability that has subsequently vastly expanded our understanding
of weather systems, the biology and geography of the Earth's surface,
and geological processes;

• determination of the inhomogeneovs distribution of mass m
the Earth; f• measurement of the density and composition of the upper
atmosphere and ionosphere;

• measurement of incoming solar radiation at the top of the
al;mosphere; and

• discovery of the Van Allen radiation belts.

The currentlackofExplorersatellitesdevotedtoearthscience
measurementsinno way reflectsan absenceofoutstandingca:ndi-
datesforsuch a classof missions.There aremany examplesof
inexpensive,specialized,andextremelysuccessfulsatellitesfromthe
pastfewdecadesthatdemonstratethekindofsciencethatmay be
jeopardizedinthefutureunlessan EarthExplorerlineisestablished.
Formany oftheses,_tellites,therequirementsforaltitude,inclina-
tion,or groundtrackswere so specificas to precludeflighton
multiuseplatform.Fc,r others,themissioncouldhavebeenaccom-
plishedon a spaceplatform;however,withoutthefrequent,low-cost
access to space afforded by a sm_.ll i:._ssions program, it is question-
able whether the instrumentation or its associated scientific discipline
would have ever matured to the point of being a contender for space
on Eos. These points ca.l be demonstrated best by re:iewing some
of the past earth science satellites that were not launched under the
Explorer program, but that nevertheless represent the kinds of mis-
sions that could be flown in the future under a new Ealth Explorer
line.
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TABLE 3.1 PAST EXPLORER MISSIONS

Explorer No. Date Mission Objective

1 1958 *Designed to obtain data on cosmic rays,
meteoroids,and orbital temperatures; discovered Van
Allen Belts

2 1958 *Follow-on to Explorer 1 - failed to orbit
3 1958 Cosmic ray/flight test
4 1958 *Measurement of radiation belts

5 1958 *Foilow-_n to _xplorer 4 - failed to orbit
S1 J.959 *Study of energetic particles - failed to orbit
6 1959 *First TV picture of Earth, cloud cover; mapped

Earth's magnetic field
7 1959 *Magnetic field, solar flares
S-46 1960 *Study of energetic particles - failed to orbit
8 1960 *Ionospheric electron measurements - confirmed

existence of He layer in upper atmosphere
S-56 1960 *Density of Earth's atmosphere - failed to orbit
9 1961 *Upper atmosphere/air density measurements

(Air Density Explorer)
S-45 1961 *Ionosphere measurements - failed to orbit
10 1961 Magnetic field, solar wind
11 1961 Gamma ray astronomy
S-45a 1961 *Determine the shape of the ionosphere - failed to

orbit
S-55 1961 Measure micrometeoroids in low earth o_-bit - failed

to orbit
12 1961 *Radiation,solarwind,and magnetospheric

measurements
13 1961 Micrometeoroidmeasurements

14 1962 *Magnetospheric measurements
15 1962 *Atmospheric radiation measurements caused by high

altitude nuclear test

l 6 1962 Statistical sample of micrometeorites
17 1963 *Atmosphere density measurements - discovered belt

of neutral He atoms around the earth.

18 1963 Interplanetary Monitoring Platf,_rm (IMP) Explorer -
support for Apollo program

19 1963 *Air Density Explorer
S-66 1964 *Ionospberic and geodetic experiments - fai_ed to

orbit

20 1964 *Ionosphere electron distribution
21 1964 IMP Explorer
22 1964 *Ionosphericand geodeticmeasurements
23 1964 Meteoroid measurements

2,I/25 1964 *Air Density Explorers (2)
26 1964 *Radiation particle and magnetospheric measurements
27 1965 *Ionospheric and geodetic measurements
28 1965 Interplanetary Monitoring Platform (IMP)

Explorer
20 1965 *Geodetic Explorer : GEOS-A
30 1965 Solar radiation studies

31 1965 *Composition and temperature of the ionosphere
32 1966 *Atmosphere Explorer determined the He and H ion

distribution in the lower exosphere
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TABLE 3.1 (continued)

ExplorerNo. Date Mission Objective

33 1966 IMP Explorer
34 1967 IMP Explorer
35 1967 IMP Explorer
36 1968 *Geodetic Explorer : GEOS-B
37 1968 Solarradiationstudies

38 1968 Radio Astronomy Explorer
39/40 1968 *AirDensityExplorers(2)
41 1969 IMP Explorer
42 1970 SmallAstroncmy Satellite

43 1971 IMP Explorer
44 1971 Solar radiation studies

45 1971 *Study of _uroralphenomen_ and magnetic storms
46 1972 Meteoroid studies
47 1972 IMP Explorer
48 1972 Small Astronomy S_tellite
49 1973 Radio Astronomy Explorer
50 1973 IMP Explorer

51 1973 *Atmosphere Explorer -study ofupper atmospheric i
processes

I52 1974 *Interaction of s qar wind with Earth's magnetic
field

53 1975 Small Astronomy 3atellite
54 1975 *Atmosphere Explorer - study of heat balance of the

atmosphere
55 1975 *Atmosphere Explorer- ozone measurements inupper

atmosphere
DAD 1975 *Dual Air DensityExplorer- failedto orbit
ISEE 1/2 1977 InternationalSun-Earth Explorers1 & 2
IUE 1978 InternationalUltravioletExplorer
ISEE 3 1978 International Sun-Earth Explorer 3
AEM-1 1978 *He_t Capacity Mapping Mission
AEM-2 1979 *Stratospheric Aerosol & Gas Experiment (SAGE)
DE 1/2 1981 *Dynamic Explorers l&2 -designcd to investigate

the'impact of solar radiation on the atmosphere,
auroral displays, and climate and weather

SME 1981 *SolarMesosphere Explorer- provideddataon
mesosphericosone

CRIE 1982 Cosmic Ray Isotope Experiment
IRAS 1983 Infrared Astronomy Satellite
AMPTE 1984 ActiveMagnetosphericParticleTracerExplorers(2)
San Marco-D 1988 *Study relationshipbetween solarradiationand

meteorologicMphenomena - 2 spacecraftlaunched

* Denotes missionswithearthscienceobjectives,which aredefinedhereto
includeallenvironmentalprocessesfrom the magnetosphere to the Earth's
surface.

Source: Ron Teeterand Mark Kuhner, FinalReport on the OSS ExplorerProgram-
A StatusReview --Volume If:Explorer]VlissionSummaries, Battelle
(1980).
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Laser Geodynamics Satellite (LAGEOS)

The Laser Geodynamics Satellite (LAGEOS), the first U.S. satel-
lite developed exclusively for geodynamic measurements using laser-
ranging techniques, is one of the simplest and cheapest satellites ever

built. It was launched in 1976 at a cost of approximately $6 million* !
into an orbit with a height of about 6000 km and an inclination of i

109.8 °. Its operational lifetime is estimated at several million years. !
The satellite is a sphere, 60 cm in diameter, having a mass of about

407 kg, and is covered with 422 corner reflectors of fused silica and 4
of germanium. The reflectors allow ground-based 'asers to track the
vosition of the satellite with centimeter accuracy.

Data from laser ranging to this satellite have contributed more

information on solid earth geodynamics than have the data obtained
from all of the previous satellites. They have provided the most

accurate model of the long-wavelength components of the Earth's
gravitational field, which in turn has significantly enhanced our abil-

ity to determine the positions of all other artificial Earth orbiters.
The orbit of LAGEOS is known so precisely that laser ranging to the fsatellite can be used to refine the positions of the tracking stations
in geocentric coordinates with accuracies approaching 1 cm, and to
calculate motion of the tracking stations due to tectonic deforma-
tion, changes in the length of day, and changes in the position of
the pole. Knowledge of those changes has been improved by fac-

tors of 10 to 100, making possible studies of the global geophysical
processes influencing these variables, such as postglacial rebound,
electromagnetic coupling between the core and mantle, and angular

momentum exchange between the atmosphere and solid earth. Some
of the exciting results from LAGEOS measurements are contained
in the 1985 special issue of the Journal of Geophysical Research on
LAGEOS.

The immense success of LAGEOS has led to the development

of at least one additional, identical satellite. LAGEOS-II is being
built in cooperation with the Italian space agency at a cost of $3
million to NASA and is expected to be launched in 1991 into a

similar high-altitude orbit, but with lower inclination (51°). This
cooperative effort will provide at an extremely modest cost more

*All costs for past missions are adjusted for inflation and given in 1987
dollars. They include hardware development costs only (Phases A-D), and ex-
clude launch and mission operations and data analysis (MO&DA) expenditures.

4
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NASA personnel inspecting the Luer Geodynsmics Satellite st the Marshall

Space Flight Center severn] months before ],Lunch. (Photo courtesy of NASA.)

accuratebaselinelengths,improved knowledge of long-wavelength
variabilityofEarth'sgravitationalfield,and bettertidalmodels.

Other nationshave alsotsken advantageofthe LAGEOS-type

satellites.Internationalcooperationin satellitelaserranging has

extended to the Staxlettesatellitelaunched by the French space

agency,CNES, in 1976 and to the AJISAI satellitelaunchedby the

Japanese space agency in 1986. The French axecurrentlyplanning
anotherpolar-orbitingStaxlette-classsatelliteforthe late1980s to

enhance studiesofthe Earth'sgravitationalfieldand ocean tides.

LAGEOS has so conclusivelydemonstratedthe effectivenessof

laserrangingfor geodynamic positioningthat s space-bornelaser

isproposed forFoe thatwillrange to corner-cubereflectorson the

ground. This willavoidthe acquisitioncostsof new lasersthatare

necessarywhen an additionalpermanent ground stationisadded

to the satellitelaser-rengingnetwork. Although some geodynamic

positioningmay be accomplishedinthefuturefrom aspaceplatform,
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two facts relevant to the merits of an Earth Explorer program must
be kept in mind. First, the feasibility of laser positioning from space
might never have been demonstrated without the opportunity for
low-cost access to space available for LAGEOS. Second, LAGEOS
was successful only because it was launched into such a high, stable
orbit that the lack of an adequate gravity field model for the Earth

! atshorterwave!_ngthsdidnotinterferewiththeabilitytoprovide
: absolute positioning.

i Magsat

The Magsat mission produced the first high-resolution global
maps of the Earth's magnetic field. The $39 million satellite mea-
sured the vector components of the planet's magnetic field at the
height of the satellite with an accuracy of 6 nanoTesla (about 0.01
percent of the total field). It was placed in a sun-synchronous orbit at
an inclination of 96.76 ° and an altitude that varied from 350 to 550

km. The satellite's projection onto the surface of the Earth passed
within 300 km of every location (except for two polar caps with ra-
dius of 450 km or 4°) more often than once a week. The magnetic
field vector components were each sampled at a maximum rate of 16
times per second, and the satellite was operational during the pe-
riod October 1979 through July 1980. The accuracy and distribution
of the samples allowed calculation of the spatial variability of the
magnetic field with wavelengths as short as 800 km on the Earth's
surface. The global maps of the Earth's magnetic field provided by
Magsat exceeded prelaunch expectations, with the main field defined
to better than 20 nanoTesla.

One other database for satellite measurements of the Earth's

magnetic field was provided by the Orbiting Geophysical Observatory
(OGO) during a period of several years in the late 1960s. These data
were total intensities only, without vector components, and were
mathematically insufficient to determine the magnetic field in the
region where they were obtained. Except for these satellite data the
maps of the magnetic field before Magsat were based on information
from a worldwide network of about 200 magnetic observatories at
the Earth's surface, but the observatories were not well distributed.
For example, no data were available from within a 10,000-km-wide
gap in the South Pacific. As a result, data from the observatories
were of limited use for global studies.
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FIGURE 3.1 The mean-squarevalue of the geomagneticfieldof the nth
harmonicdegreeatthe surfaceofthe Earth and atthe core-mantleboundary,
obtainedfrom Magsat data. This partof the fieldhas hori,ontalwavelength
2_'a/non a sphereof radiusa. The two straightlinessuggestthatthereare
two sourceregions.For n < 14 the sourceat the depth of the core-mantle
boundary dominatesthe field,whileforn > 14 the sourceatthe radiusofthe
Earth'scrustismore important.SOURCE: R.A. Langeland R.H. Estes,aA
Geomagneticl_;eldSpectrum,_ Geophll_CSIReoearchLetters9,250-253(1982).
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Spatial spectra of the magnetic field made from Magsat mea-
surements provided, for the first time, a widely accepted basis for
separation of the magnetic field due to processes in the Earth's core
from that of the crust. A sample of these results is provided in Figure
3 1. The observations of the core's field enabled studies of the motion

of the fluids in the core and the electrical conductivity of the lower i
mantle, while the observations of the crust showed strong fields near
Yellowstone, the Rio Grande rift, and some previously unnoticed !
anomalies interpreted as undiscovered rifts in other continents. The
Magsat data also made possible the measurement of the small-scale
magnetic fields near magnetic observatories. Corrections for these
local biases made old observatory data more useful for studies of the
core field as it existed one or two centuries ago.

Magsat is an excellent example of the type of scientific mission
that could not have been performed from a space platform and that j
may never be followed up without an Earth Explorer line. Resolving rthe high-frequency components of the crustal field requires an orbital
altitude below 450 km, a level that does not allow sufficient mission
duration for a major space platform. In addition, the magnetometer
sensor must be far removed from the local field induced by space
hardware in order to measure variations in the Earth's field. Frequent
magnetic missions or those of long duration will be required in the
future for monitoring temporal variations of the core field, which
is efficiently measured from space. Therefore, without provision
for launching such magnetometers, prospects are dim for significant
advancement in our understanding of the Earth's magnetic field.

Nirnbus Sertes

The series oe seven Nimbus satellites, launched between 1964 and
1978, demonstrated the great scientific and technologir,' progress
that follows from the flight of a series of similar sate,. _ The
program provided the first global observations of many important
processes. Examples include observations of the time variation of
temperature, (._one, and water vapor in the atmosphere and strato-
sphere; the extent of ice in the Arctic and Antarctic as well as a
basic description of ice types; the variability of ultraviolet light from
the Sun; the distribution of chlorophyll in the oceans and the re-
lationship of marine phytoplankton to oceanic conditions; and the
distribution of sea surface temperature. Nimbus 7, operating well be-
yond its design lifetime, has provided the maps of the ozone column
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overAntarcticarequiredtodefinethe"ozonehole"and followitsevo-

lutionduringthe lastdecade.The program alsodevelopedmany of

the Earth-observinginstrumentsflownlateron operationalsatellite

systems,particularlythe NOAA meteorologicalsatellites.Figure3.2

providesan example of itsmeteorologicalapplication.The success
ofthisseriesofsatellitesmade the UnitedStatestheworld leaderin

remotesensingof theatmosphere and the ocean.

The Nimbus satelliteswere allrelatedin design,but became

increasinglyheavierand more complex as the system evolved,with

satellitemass increasingfrom 380 kg to990 k_. Each operatedin a
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sun-synchronous orbit at an altitude near 1100 kin, except for the
first. The use, however, of similar satellite structures, control systems,
and data systems led to reductions of cost compared with other
satellite systems of similar complexity. In addition, the inheritance
of designs and hardware led to remarkably long-lived satellites, many
of which substantially outperformed their design life.

There are several characteristics of the Nimbus satellites that

are relevant in the Earth Explorer context. They demonstrated the
value of small satellites, performing high-quality science, to the de-
velopment of instruments for o_erational status. They also offered
university scientists and graduate students unique research opportu-
nities, bringing the United States to the forefront of those disciplinary
areas. Finally, they provided useful experience in the production of
standardized spacecraft and technological inheritance. The com-
mittee would like to emphasize, however, that the Earth Explorer
program should not become a vehicle for establishing a long-term
series of missions whose sole purpose would be to continue one set of
repetitive measurements. Such a function must be performed by the
operational agencies in the United States and abroad.

Radar Altimet,ers: GEOS-3, Seasat, and Geosat

The goal of the radar altimeter missions in the 1970s was to im-
prove our knowledge of Earth's gravitational fieJd: *_hemarine geoicl,
sea state, ocean currents, crustal structure, solid earth dynamics, and
remote sensing technology. The $96 million GEOS-3 was launched
into an orbit with an inclination of 115° and a height of 844 km. It
carried a new advanced radar altimeter, radio tracking systems, and
corner reflectors to allow tracking of the satellite b:,, ground-based
lasers. Data from the radar altimeter and tracking systems were
used to map the marine geoid with an accuracy of a few meters and
a precision of a few tens of centimeters in areas where the satellite
was within sight of fixed or mobile telemetry stations. No d,_ta were
stored onboard the satellite. In addition, data from the altimeter
were used for mapping ocean wave height and ocean surface wind
speeds.

The information provided by GEOS-3 made important contri-
butions to our knowledge of the marine geoid, I_articularly in the
northwest Atlantic and parts of the Pacific Ocean where the grid of
altimeter observations is most dense. The most notable contribu-

tions were determinations of the strength of the oceanic lithosphere
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at a number of locations, the first direct observations of the slope of
sea level due to strong ocean currents, and global maps of monthly
averaged wave height. A special issue of the Journal of Geophysical
Research (GEOS-3, 1979) contains numerocs research papers based
on GEOS-3 data.

The immense success "ffGEOS-3 led immediately to a subsequent
mission, Seasat, which incorporated a more precise altimeter. At a
cost of $174 million, the satellite returned a wealth of new data on

the geoid, wave height, wind speed, and water vapor content over

the oceans despite the mission's premature termination following j
a mechanical failure. Differences of sea surface height measured i

over repeat tracks provided the first view of the time-dependent i
seasurfacecomponentsdue to dynamicoceanographiceffects.As
a resultoftheSeasatand GEOS-3 altimeters,earthscientistswere i
able to know the marine geoid better than the bathymetry in many
regions, particularly in the South Atlantic, South Pacific, and Indian
oceans.

Tectonophysicists capitalized on this information to study the
mechanical properties of the lithosphere, the thermal structure of
plates, the dynamics of midocean ridges, and the scales and patterns
of mantle convection. The geoid was used to predict the location of
uncharted seamounts, revise the coordinates of mislocated bathymet-
tic features, and trace the position of fracture zones for plate recon-
structions. Some of the scientific payoff from Seasat is contained in

several special issues of the Journal of Geophysical Research (Seasat
I, 1982; Seasat II, 1983; Origin and Evolution of Seamounts, !984),
and this data set continues to be used ir, many studies.

Radar altimeter missions are an outstanding example of how the
scientific benefits of a mission can be maximized by having complete
control over the orbit for an individual sensor package. In the case
of Seasat, part of the mission was designed to provide repeat ground
tracks for viewing the time-dependent sea surface elevation, whereas
during the rest of the mission the altimeter covered new ground to
provide finer resolution in the determination of the time-independent
geoid.

The committee notes, however, that Seasat was much larger,
more complex, and more expensive than any Explorer-class mission.
The Geosat radar altimeter program, which builds upon the Seasat
mission, is a simple $45 million spacecraft that operates in the special
Seasat orbit. See Figure 3.3 for an example of comparative data
from the Seasat and Geosat missions. This satellite, like GEOS-3,
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FIGURE 3.3 This figure shows the g;_ hal mesoscale (50 to I000 km) sea level
variability from the Geosat r.nd Seasat altimeter measurements. The lower
figure provides an estimate of the root-mean-square (rms) variability derived

from Seasat from September !5 to October 10_ 1978. The upper figure shows
a recent estimate der|ved from Geosat over a one-year period from November
8, 1986 to November 17, 1987. The analysis depicts the variations in sea
level caused by wavelengths between 35 and 1500 kin, and demonstrates the
dramatic improvement in resolution that is being provided by Geo_at. The

Geosat observations have d_covered a number of secondary regions of sea level
varisbillty (7.5 to 15 cm rms) that were not resolved by Sessat, principally
in the equatorial current systems and subtropical regions of both hemispheres. >
SOURCE: C. Koblinsk'y, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center.
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corresponds more closely to the type of mission and level of expense
envisioned for the Earth Explorer series. Although an altimeter
is scheduled for Eos, the flexibility in orbit design afforded in the

previous missions will be sacrificed for the sake of mounting the
instrument on a multipurpose, sun-synchronous platform with a fixed
5-day repeat. Thus the Eos altimeter wiI1 do little to fill in the 100-kin

gaps in the marine geoid remaining after Seasat's untimely demise,
or that remain even with Geosat data.

Earth RadiationBudget Experiment

The Earth Rad'ation Budget Experiment (ERBE) was designed
to measure the energy exchange of the Earth with the Sun and
space as precisely as '_ossible. Accurate knowledge of the radia-

tive exchange of energy between the Earth and its environment and t
understanding of the processes that control that exchange are nec-

essary prerequisites to reliable predictions of the effect of increased
greenhouse gases on the energy balance of the Earth. The radia-
tion exchange is particularly important for understanding the role of
clouds in the maintenance of the Earth's climate. Because of diurnal

variations in solar zenith angle, clouds, temperature, and humidity,
observations of radiation must be made over the full 24-hour diurnal

cycle. To achieve an adequate sampling of that cycle, a multisatellite
observing system was designed for the ERBE with the construction of
three identical flight instruments. Two of these were flown on NOAA
_un-synchronous morning and afternoon operational satellites, and

the thicd set of instruments on the Earth Radiation Budget Satel-
iii.e (Et.J,__S). The combination of two sun-synchronous satellites and
a non-sun-synchronous satellite has provided global coverage with

Idl_ko_.._ complete diurnal sampling (see Figure 3.4 for a schematic represen-

tation of the coverage). Each instrument package contains a scanning
• : ,_ instrument, a nonscanning wide-field-of-view instrument, and a solar

wmdter. The scanning instruments allow the effects of clouds to
be separated from other effects on the radiation balance. Absolute

calibration is maintained by using the Sun and internal black bodies
as reference sources.

The ERBS was launched by the Space Shuttle on October 5,
1984, and inserted into a 57 ° inclination orbit. The orbit of the
ERBS processes through local time so that the entire diurnal cycle
can be sampled in 37 days. The ERBS also carries the Stratospheric

Aerosol and Gas Experiment II (SAGE-II), which measures aerosol,

035
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ozone,and othergas concentrationsinthestratosphereusinga solar

occultationtechnique.SAGE-I was launchedasan Explorermission
in 1979. Because the T_,RBScrossesthe s_nriseand sunsettermi-

natorsat alllatitudeslessthan 57°,itmakes a good platformfor

the S ",QF_,-IIinstrvment,which takesitsmeast,rementsduringthese

crossings.ERBE data have been used to produce the firstdirect

measurements of the forcingof the climatesystem by clouds. It

isalsothe firstexperimentto measure the fulldiurnalvariationof

broad-band radiativeenergyfluxes.

The ERBE experimentprovidesan example ofseveralfeatures

of the proposed Earth ExpJorerlineof satelliteexperiment,s. Itre-

sponded to an urgentscmntificneed for betterdata on the roleof

cloudsintheradiationbalance,whileremainingwithina modest bud-

get($61.6millionfortheERBS and $19 millionforeachoftheERBE

instruments).The experimentprovideda sourceofhigh-qualitygeo-

physicaldata during a time when relativelyfew new instruments

were beingflown.Becausetheneed fordiurnalsamplingofthe globe

could not be filledwithinthe framework of currentoperationalor

researchflightopportunities,a smallspecials.purposeorbitalvehicle

was developedand launched.In orderto furtherimprove the sam-

piing,identicalinstrumentsdevelopedby NASA were flownaboard

NOAA operationalplatforms.Thisinteragencycooperationgreatly

enhanced the capabilityofthe measurement systematmodest cost.
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PROSPECTIVE MISSIONS

A number of proposed mi3sions are candidates for becoming
Earth Explorers. Some carry sensitive instrum.-nts that cannot oper-
ate on a multiuse spacecraft. Others r_quire different orbital altitudes
or inclinations from ',hose of _he Eos platformz and other cperational
satellite zystems, or they ihclude instruments that could be devel-
oped for flight on satellites _,perated by other space agencies. They
all pr'_vide measurements critical for Earth System Science studies
and have been strongly recommec.dcd by the scientific community.
The committee e:nphasl.zes, however, that these prospective missio_ls
are r,.ot discussed in any order of priority or in any comprehensive
manner and are merely represen:_ative of the k;ads of missions that
could be accomplished under an Earth Explorer line. What !s cer-

tain is that without th_ e._tablishment of such a line they stand li_ttle I
chanct of ever being launched. rThese missions are discussed under t_o categories: (1) low-cost,
lightweight missions, either single-irtstrument spacecraft or insi,r,_-
ments f,own as missions of opportunity, that can be constructed in
under 3 years for $30 million or less; and (2) moderate-cost mis-
sions that either would be accomplisk_.d by NASA alone wi'_hin the
comraittee's proposed budgetary ceiling of $150 milli_m, or could
be accommodated within the Explorer program by virtue of cost-
reducing collaborations with other space agencies. (See the next
chapter for a discdssion of the committee's related recommendations
and their justification.)

Low-Cost, Lightweight Missions

Total Ozone Mapping Spectrcmeter

The Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS) is an in-
strament designed to provide high-spatial-resolution maps of total
ozone--the amount of ozone integrated over the depth of the at-
mosphere at a given location. Day-to-day variations in total ozone
are closely related to dynamical processes near the tropopause. Since
most of the ozone is in the lower stratosphere, where chemical sources
and sinks are slow in compacison with changes produced by motions,
high-resolution maps o,"total ozone provide considereble information
about advective processes in those areas. On longer time _cales,
TOMS can be used to measure temporal trends in total ozone. Such

i
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FIGURE 3.5 This Southern Hemisphere plot of total osone distribution for
October 5, 1987, shows a value of appro'.timately 125 Dobson Units (DU)
(black), the lowest osone value of 1987 to date and the lowest total osone
value ever observed. Thk plot also shows that the osone hole is nearly half
the area of the Antarctic continent, an area covering approximately 7 million
square kilometers (2.5 million square miles). The data were taken with the
Total Osone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS) instrument on NASA's Nimbus 7
satellite, wh:.ch is managed by the Goddard Sp_ce Flight Center. The values
of the colors in DU of total units are shown in the color bar. SOURCE: A.J.
Krueger, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center.

trends are expected to occur in association with changes in the chem-
istry of the stratosphere induced by the release of industrial gases.

a TOMS instrument has been in orbit on the Nimbus 7 satellite

since November 1978, providing daily maps of total ozone with 50-km
spatial resolution. Data from this instrument have been invaluable in

documenting the rapid decline in total ozone over Antarctica during
the spring season. For example, Figure 3.5 shows the total ozone
distribution for October 5, 1987--the loNest total ozone value ever

observed. The TOMS instrument has already operated well beyond
its expected lifetime sad could fail at any time. Because of the serious

ramifications of the ozone reduction phenomenon, the usefulness of

I
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the TOMS data in monitoring the problem on a global scale, and
the lack of any firm plans to fly a similar instrument in the near

future, an ozone-measuring instrument is a high-priority payload for
the proposed Earth Explorer line of satellites. This is consistent with

the 1985 CES strategy's highest priority scientific objective for the
study of the middle atmosphere, which was to measure continuously

total ozone and its vertical profile over the globe with sufficient
accuracy to test theoretical predictions.

An engineering model of the TOMS instrument is currently
available and could be flown on short notice with only minor mod-
ifications. The spectrometer could be launched either as a single-
instrument mission on a Scout-class rocket or with other instruments

on another U.S. or foreign spacecraft. The cost of modifying the
existing instrument for launch readiness is about $7 million. The
committee emphasizes that global ozone measurements are too im-

portant to allow the lengthy data gap that is projected to occur
between the failure of the Nimbus 7 system and the time when an
Eos-mounted sensor is operational.

Sea Wide Field Sensor

The first instrument to measure chlorophyll from space was the

Coastal Zone Color Scanner (CZCS) flown on Nimbus 7. It measured
the radiance reflected from the ocean surface in the visible and near-

infrared and thermal infrared regions. Chlorophyll concentrations
were derived by using data from the visible wavelengths, and sea sur-
face temperatures were calculated from the infrared measurements.
Data from the near-infrared band were used for atmospheric correc-
tion of the data acquired in the visible bands. Although the CZCS
was designed as a "proof of concept" instrument with a one-year
design lifetime, the instrument provided valuable information for

almost 8 years, revolutionizing the field of global biological oceanog-
raphy in the process. See Figure 3.6 for an example of CZCS results
showing the relationship between satellite pigment concentrations
and daily primary production.

A successor to the Coastal Zone Color Scanner on Nimbus 7 has

been proposed for flight on the 1991 Landsat 6 mission. Called the

Sea Wide Field Sensor (Sea WiFS), the instrument would map the
distribution of chlorophyll in the upper layers of the ocean and collect
sea surface temperature data crucial to understanding global-scale
biological and physical processes. It would fly at an altitude of 705

t
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FIGURE 3.6 The relationship between satellite pigment concentrations and

daily primary production (Eppley et al., 1984) was applied to all monthly CZCS

pigment values for 1979 at 20-km resolution, averaged zonally and normalized

for total oceanic area within 5 degree zones. Error bars are l s_andard deviation

of 12-month values and are significantly greater in the Northern Hemisphere.

The corresponding estlraate of global carbon fixation is 59 glgatons per year.

SOURCE: W. _alas, C. McClaln, G. Feldman, NASA Goddard Space Flight
Center.

km ina circular,polar,sun-synchronousorbit,withan equatorial
crossingtimeof10:30a.m.Spatialresolutionwouldbe 1.13krnfor
localareacoverageand 4.5krnforglobalareacoverage.

The SeaWiFS wouldcontributetoseveralofthehighestpriority
objectivesforglobalbiogeochernicalcycles,and forthestudyand
predictionof long-termclimaticchanges_s setforthin the 1985
CES strategy.Among themostimportantobservationsby thesensor
wouldbe themagnitudeand variabilityoftheannualcycleofprimary
productionby marinephytoplanktonon aglobalscale;aquantitative
assessmentoftheocean'sroleintheglobalcarboncycleand inother
biogeochemicalcycles;the couplingbetweenupwellingand large-
scalepatternsofproductivityinoceanbasins;thedistributionan_
timing_fspringbloomsin theworld'soceans;and the processes
associatedwithmixingalongtheedgesofeddies,coastalcurrents,

J
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and boundary currents. Increased understanding of these processes
would be especially useful for the IGBP and Joint Global Ocean
Flux Study. More detailed information on the Sea WiFS is available
from the NASA/NOAA/EOSAT report, System Concept for Wide-
Field-of- View Observations of Ocean Phenomena from Space (August
1987).

At a cost of approximately $25 million to NASA, the Sea WiFS
could fly piggyback on Landsat 6 and cut in half the 10-year gap in
observations of these variables that would otherwise exist between
the termination of CZCS measurements in 1986 and the launch

of new oc_an color/sea surface temperature instruments on Eos.
A flight in 1991 is particularly important because the Sea WiFS
instrument would complement the measurements made by other
oceanographic spacecraft scheduled in that time frame, including
the European Space Agency's ERS-1 (i991) and the NASA/French
TOPEX/Poseidon mission (1992) It would also provide fundamen-
tal data for major oceanographic experiments now being planned for
the early 1990s as part of the World Ciimate Research Program,
which includes the World Ocean Circulation Experiment and the
Tropical Oceans and Global Atmospheric program.

Measurement of Air Pollution from Satellites

Carbon monoxide (CO) constitutes over one-half of the total
emissions that pollute the air in the United States. Approximately
50 percent of the total CO flux is estimated to come from industrial
activity. Studies based on numerical models have shown that the
current level of emissions is sufficient to perturb global CO-CH4-
OH chemistry and to produce significant changes in tropospheric
chemistry and planetary heat balance within several decades.

The first global determination of CO distribution in the mid-
dle and upper troposphere was made by the Measurement of Air
Pollution from Satellites (MAPS) experiment on a November 1981
Space Shuttle flight, and again in October 1984 (see Figure 3.7 for
the results from 1984). The instrument used a gas filter correlation
technique to maintain high radiation throughput and high effective
spectral resolution in the 4.67-_m fundamental band of CO.

The successful Shuttle experiment indicated that the MAPS in-
strument could be modified for a free-flying spacecraft to determine
the global distribution of CO in the middle troposphere over a period
of at least 1year. The resulting data could be used to verify models of
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FIGURE 3.7 The distribution of carbon monoxide in the free troposphere

provided by the Measurement of Air Pollution from Satellite (MAPS) experiment

during October 5-13, 1984. SOURCE: H.G. Reichle, NASA Langley Space Flight
Center.

three-dimensional transport chemistry, define source regions, study
tropical Walker and Hadley circulations, investigate the relationship
between 03 and CO in the tropical troposphere, and determine the
levels of interhemispheric exchange. The data would have high sci-
entific value and would notably improve our overall understanding of
trcpospheric dynamics and chemistry. The MAPS instrument could
be modified for an Earth Explorer spacecraft or fly as a piggyback
mission for approximately $7 million.

LAGEOS III

A third LAGEOS satellite, LAGEOS III, has been proposed at
the same orbital altitude and eccentricity as LAGEOS II, but with
an inclination of 76°, This satellite, when used with LAGEOS I,
would provide a stable reference frame for determining with high
accuracy the variability of Earth's rotation to enable studies of the
solid earth, atmospheric angular momentum, and energy exchanges
with the atmosphere and core. It would also provide more accurate
determinations of the positions of points on the Earth in support of
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global plate tectonic and crustal deformation studies. These were all
high-priority objectives for the study of solid earth dynamics from
space in the 1982 CES strategy.

Moderate-Cost Missions 1

Magnetic Field Explorer

The primary goal of the Magnetic Field Explorer (MFE) would
be to monitor the changes in the field produced by the core that have
taken place since the Magsat mission in order to study the secular
variation of the Earth's magnetic field. The measurements should
be made from an approximately polar orbit. The mission would
sample the Earth's magnetic field at all local times to eliminate
errors produced by the ionospheric field. The orbit should be higher
than Magsat's to give the satellite a lifetime _f at least 18 months,
and preferably 3 years.

The magnetic field has interesting variability on all time scales,
from minutes to a billion years. Variability induced by the motion
of the Earth's core extends from 1 year to 10,000 years. A time
series over several ll-year sunspot cycles is required for observing
the electrical conductivity of the lower mantle by magnetic sounding.
This duration is also necessary to see the temporal changes in the field
with sufficient accuracy for inferring fluid velocities in the core and
for attempting to observe a magnetic impulse like the one detected in
1970. Seeing such an impulse with good geographical coverage would
provide important information about the dynamics of the Earth's
core.

The $70 million estimated cost, the specialized orbital require-
ments, the need for shielding from local spacecraft fields, and the
desirability of frequent and repeated field monitoring all make the
MFE an ideal candidate for an Earth Explorer mission. Discussions
with representatives of the French space agency have indicated the
possibility of doing MFE in conjunction with a French mission. This
could demonstrate the feasibility and value of a permanent interna-
tional satellite program for monitoring the magnetic field, observing
events in the motion of the core, and compiling the statistics of the
fluid motion in the upper core. Such a program would be the geo-
magnetic analog of the worldwide seismic network now in place for
monitoring earthquakes and the structure of the upper layers of the
Earth's mantle and crust.

t
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Geopotential Research Mission (GRM)

The 1982 CES strategy set forth the primary scientific objectives
for the study of solid earth dynamics from space, which included
measurement of the Earth's gravitational field from global scales to
wavelengths of 200 km or less. The strategy also recognized the need
to measure with increased accuracy the time-dependent deformation
in a number of the major worldwide seismic zones and variations in
the Earth's rotation rate and polar motion.

The proposed Geopotential Research Mission would contribute
to the fulfillment of these objectives by making precise measurements
of the Earth's gravitational field. At present, gravity data accurate
to 4 mgal with 100-kin resolution are publicly available for only
22 percent of the Earth's land area, with geographic and political
barriers preventing further acquisition by means of standard ground
surveys. Global measurements of the field with an accuracy of 2 to /3 mgal at the Earth's surface, and with spatial resolution of a few
hundred kilometers, would contribute significantly to the study of
mantle dynamics and tectonics on the continents and the continental
margins. Examples include studies of the deep-density structure
of the upper mantle, particularly at subduction zones, the thermal
structure of the continental lithosphere, the density structure of
continental margins, the driving force for continental tectonics, and
mantle composition, theology, and scales of convection. In addition,
the measurements would be used for determining the marine geoid
with an accuracy necessary for calculating the permanent oceanic
circulation from altimeter measurements of sea level made by the

TOPEX/Poseidon mission and by other satellites.
One possible mission for measuring the Earth's gravitational field

would use a French gravity gradiometer inside a drag-compensated
satellite with receivers for tracking the signals from the Global Posi-
tioning System satellites. The signals would be used for accurately
computing the orbit of the satellite. With launch on a Delta-class
vehicle, the total cost of the NASA contribution to the mission would
be approximately $150 million, which falls within the committee's
suggested budgetary limit for Earth Explorers.

TropicalRainfallMeasuringMission(TRMM)

Inits1985strategythiscommitteestatedthattheoverriding
importance,bothscientificand societal,ofmeasurementsofcertain

J
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elementsoftheglobalhydrologicalcycleand ofthecausesand sig-
nalsofclimatechangemakesitessentialforsuchmeasurementstobe
inclvdedasa partoftheoverallprogramforthestudyoftheEarth
from space.The committeespecificallyconcludedthataccurate
measurementsoftheratesofprecipitation,evapolation,and evapo-
transpirationoverthegloballandandoceansurfacesareobjectivesof
thehighestpriorityforthestudyoftheatmosphere-land-ocean-biota
systemfromspaceoverthenext10to 15years.

The TropicalRainfallMeasuringMissionhasbeen",roposedfor
measuringtherainfallinthetropicalregionsovera periodof3 years
tostudyhydrologicalprocessesinthetropics,especiallytheirrela-
tionshiptotheglobalcirculationoftheatmosphereand theocean,
and climatevariability.The studyoftror'calrainfallisofparticular
importanceforseveralreasons.From an econcmicstandpoint,tropi-
calstormsdrivenby intenserainfallcauseextensivedestructioneach
year.Tropicalrainfallisalsotheheatenginethatdrivestheglobal
weather,and tropicalprocesseshavebeenlinkedtoglobalclimate
change.The extensivesurfaceobservatio,scollectedby theTropical
OceansandGlobalAtmosphereprogramwillbe abletocomplement,
butnotreplace,thesatellitemeasurements,sincestudiesoftherain
requireaccuraciesof0.5to1.0ram/daymade oftenthroughoutthe
fulldailycycle.

The proposedsatellitemissionwouldflyinan orbitalinclination
of 30° to 40° at an altitudeof around300 kin.Itwould carrya
multifrequency,scanningmicrowaveradiometer,a scanningvisible
andinfraredradiometer,anda precipitationradar.The requisitelow
inclinationand orbitalelevationprecludeacquiringthesedatafrom
theEos polarplatforms.A jointprogrambetweenNASA and the
NationalSpaceDevelopmentAgencyofJapanisbeingconsideredat
a costofapproximately$130milliontoNASA. As inthecaseofthe
GeopotentialResearchMission,an EarthExplorerprogrammay be
theonlyway forNASA toimplementsucha cost-saving,cooperative
venture.
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Strateg::" for an Effective Program

An Earth Explorer program can open new vistas in the earth
sciences, encourage innovation, and solve critical scientific problems.
Specific missions must be rigorously shaped by the demands and op-
portunities of high-quality science and must corr flement the Earth
Obsetving System and the Mission to Planet Earth. It is there-
fore essential that the program follow a comprehensive strategy for
accomplishing these goals.

The Committee on Earth Sciences recommends that the new Earth

Explorer mission series be funded at a level that would allow the con-
struction of two small missions per year, or one moderate mission ev-
ery 8 years. Announcements of Opportunity for such missions should
be divided according to two separate solicitations, one for missions
and instruments costing less than $30 million and one for missions
in the $80 million to $150 million range. The Earth Explorer series
should be established as a level-of-effort program similar to the ex-
isting Explorer line, but managed entirely by NASA's Earth Science
and Applications Division. Maintaining independ, nt control over the
program will help ensure that it remains respom ,re to the needs of
the earth sciences community and will prevent the further dilution of
an already oversubscribed Explorer program for astronomy and as-
trophysics, and solar and space physics. The level of funding should
be adequate to fly a continuous series of missions at an average rate
of approximately one per year.

t 39
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In May 1988, NASA issued its first announcement of oppor-
tunity (AO) for "small-class Explorer missions" under the existing
Explorer program. The AO is intended for the development of space-
craft and instrument payloads that will average approximately $30
million or less. This is in contrast to the "Delta-class" missions in

the Explorer program that typically cost between $50 million and
$150 million. The committee endorses this approach and proposes a
similar classification of missions for the Earth Explorer program.

Pr_;ects that cost under $30 million will provide a continuing
i or'" _mty for quickly implementing flights of small free-flyers to

..,_ctfocusedscientificinvestigations,aswellasforinstruments
flown on "missions of opportunity." Such projects are especi,dly im-
portant for providing training at universities to new" generatiors of
scientists and engineers, since universities cannot typically handle
larger programs on a comprehensive, end-to-end basis. Finally, the
division of the AOs into two separate solicitations will increase pro- i

grammatic flexibility and decrease response times, while ensuring i
_hat _he smallest missions are not crowded out by the moderate-size
ini.tiatives. (See Appendix B for a table that shows a hypothetical,
but rcl=resentative, distributior_ of funds end program elements over
the first 10 years of the program.)

The traditional strength of the existing NASA Explorer line has
been easy, frequent, and inexpensive access to space. The recom-
mendations that follow are designed to return similar opportunities
to the earth sciences.

1. The scientific value of Earth Explorer missions must be maxi-
mized. The Earth Explorer program will make the maximum possible
contribution to the earth sciences if the missions are of two varieties:

those sharply focused on important, but essentially independent,
scientific questions and those designed to complement larger-scale
missions or international programs. The independent missions may
be aimed at discovery of new phenomena or relationships, or may
provide important increments in understanding known phenomena
or processes. Consequently, the most important criterion for select-
ing an Earth Explorer should be that a proposed mission offers the
potential for substantial improvement in our understanding of one or
more components of the Earth system.

Each Earth Explorer mission therefore must be sharply focused
on significant scientific questions and must be justified in its own
rioht. A mission should explore important scientific issues or fill in
gapsthatmay ariseinthecollectionoflong-termdatasets.The
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programcouldalsoprovidethecollateralbenefitofadvancingtech-
nologydevelopmentinachievingitsobjectives.The EarthExplorer
seriesshouldnot,however,be usedfordevelopmentofinstruments
forlarge-scalemissionsorplatforms;suchtestingshouldbe accom-
plishedby othermeans,eitheron aircraftoron theShuttle,without
compromisingthescientificintegrityoftheEarthExplorerseries.

2. Programmatic continuity and flexibility m_st be maintained.
Pastexperienceand thereviewofpotentialEarthExplorermissions
inChapter3 indicatethattheearthsciencescommunitycan easily
identifyseveraloutstandingcandidatesforflighteachyearforthe
indefinitefuture.Inorderfortherecommendedprogramtohavea
significantimpactand tostimulateprogressintheearthsciences,it
must be initiated with a clear expectation of maintaining uninter-
rupted continuity.

At the same time, the program must be designed for flexibility,
both in choosing the most important scientific questions to address
and in allowingforreasonablywide variationsin thescaleofthe
missions.Rapid responsetimesarenecessaryto reactina timely
mannertosuddenchangesinourenvironment,ortotakeadvantage
ofopportunitiestocollaboratewithotheragenciesornations.While
some missionswillcostmore thantheannualallocation,thenumber
of suchlargeeffortsmust be sharplylimitedand balancedby a
number ofsmallmissionsor EarthExplorerpayloadsattachedto
otherspacecraftasmissionsofopportunity.

3. Costs must be rigorously controlled in all phases of the pro-
gram. The key to the success of the Earth Explorer program will
be to obtain the maximum scientific value per dollar expended. To-
ward this end the committee offers the following observations and
recommendations:

* Instrumentation: The spiraling costs of instruments for obser-
vation from space can be controlled by sharply focusing the scientific
objectives, by giving principal investigators the prime responsibility
for quality and cost control, and by carefully assessing the tradeoff
bct,,_een reliability and multiple copies of instruments. It is essen-
tial that the Earth Explorer missions be aimed at only one or tw,J
scientific questions at a time. The temptation to combine as many
instruments as possible on a single mission, thereby escalating costs
dramatically, can be avoided if frequent opportunities for access to
space are available. The earth sciences community needs to fly mis-
sions in near-Earth orbit that do not require the compromises in
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orbitalparameters,weight,power,anddataratesandformatsinher-
enttomissionswithmultipleobjectives.

When new instrumentsmust be developed,customdesignand

engineeringcan provideenhancedflexibilityand reducedmission
costs.In contrast,the compromisesrequiredto achievea well-
designedinstrumentwithstandardpartsoftendemand engineering
and developmentcoststhatexceedthoseofcustomdesignand entail
undesirableconstraintson power,weight,and capability.

Formost missions,theprincipalinvestigatorsshouldbe given
specific_'esponsibilityforqualitycontrol,eveniftheinstrumentis
manufacturedby a contractor.The qualityoftheinstrumentshould
be createdi_thedesign,ratherthanbe a resultofa highlybureau-
cra_ic,exp_nsivequalitycontrolprocess.

Finally,theissueofreliabilityversusmultiplecopiesshouldbe
thoroughly r ,examined to determine the basic policies of an Earth I
Explorer program. The committee believes that smaller missions /will lead to considerably cheaper instruments because achieving an
acceptable probability of success with two or more missions should
be easier than attaining a vanishingly small probability of failure in
a single attempt.

• Spacecraft and Launch Vehicles: In contrast to the case for
instruments, the committee recommends the use of standard satellite
buses and launch vehicles whenever this is both scientifically and
economically advantageous. These elements can integrate easily with
simple instrument systems, and a multiple production run allows a
contractor to achieve important economies of scale in production.
Small spacecraft concepts are currently being studied by the Defense
Advanced Research Programs Agency, and a number of small (Scout-

class) and medium size (Delta-class) expendable launch vehicles are
being developed by the private sector. With the increasing emphasis
on commercial participation in the space program, both spacecraft
and launch vehicles are likely to become more flexible, more capable,
and more competitive in price, thus enhancing the accomplishments
possible with the Earth Explorer program.

4. The data transmission and proces.aing requirements for many
Earth Explorers are likely to be relatively modest, given the emphasis
on strongly focused missions. Reductions in cost often will be realized
by using standard telemetry equipment and relatively simple data
acquisition systems, perhaps those operated by other federal agencies
or by the principal investigator. Complicated arrangements within

I
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the government or with commercial sate!]ite manufacturers would
increase hardware and project management costs.

The committee expects that most of the basic processing of
data from the majority of Earth Explorer missions can be performed
by the principal investigator on dedicated computational equipment.
Strict schedules and reliability requirements must be met, and the data
should be made available as quickly as possible to scientific archives
or to open networks in scientific formats.

Furthermore, the Earth Explorer series offers the opportunity
for the NASA Earth Sciences and Applications Division to gain
valuable experience with distributed data _ystems. Earth Explorer
data released by the principal investigator should flow to active data
bases, perhaps to one of the pilot data systems, and then to the
community over networks operated by NASA, other federal agencies, d
and internatione, l organizations. Optimum use of the Earth Explorer l
observations will surely require comparison with data from other /missions and from operational data sources. As a result, careful
planning and experimentation with the integration over networks of
data ]from diverse sources will be essential. These efforts should be
approached with the idea that they are important in preparing for
the data management challenges of earth system science in the Eos
era, and thus resources should be apportioned accordingly.

5. A significant]fraction of the total costs of each mission should
be allocated to data analysis, interpretation, and related theoretical or
modeling work. Because the scientific objectives for any mission are
achieved only after the data have been distributed and thoroughly
analyzed, adequate funding for this purpose is fundamental to the
mission's success. NASA will need to augment its annual mission op-
erations and data analysis budget by an amount sufficient to conduct
all such activities associated with each Earth Explorer mission.

6. A basic goal of the Eart.h Explorer program must be to speed
up the conversion of concepts into satellite missions and offraw data
into scientific results. The time scales of the program must be
designed to attract leading scientists and talented students, and to
avoid the mounting costs of protracted space projects. Therefore it
is important that the smallest missions be launched within 2 to 3
years of acceptance for engineering design, and moderate missions be
launched within 3 to 4 years. Meeting such a schedule requires that
the instrument systems and spacecraft be kept relatively simple and
within the adopted cost limits.

7. The Explorer program must develop a selection process that
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encourages the best ideas and does not require inordinate investments
in engineering design during the initial proposal phase. Thus _ms
committee argues, as did the Committee on Solar and Space Physics
in its 1.984 strategy, that the selection process should proceed in
two phases. In the first phase, proposals would be requested that
emphasize the sciontific issues and the instrument concepts, with
only a limited discussion of engineering issues. In the second phase,
only the most promising covcepts would be chosen for further de-
velopment and preliminary instrument design in order to continue
in the selection process. This approach would minimize the total
community investment in preparing proposals, and it would attract
scientists with good ideas but limited resources to compete in the
preliminary phase of Earth Explorer selection. Because scientific
advances and emerging problems cannot be foreseen a decade in ad-
vance, the sel_.ction process for new missions and instruments should
be designed to permit flexibility on the scale of 2 to 3 years. The
same process would apply to both the small (less than $30 million)
and the moderate ($30 million to $150 million) mission proposals.
In any event, overselection of missions and ins*,uments should be
assiduously avoided.

8. Interagency and international collaboration mus_ be opti-
mized. Collaboration with other agencies and nations foster3 the
development of a stronger space science program at reduced cost to
NASA. It is a×iomatic therefore that every opportunity for cooper-
ation in utilizing and financing Earth Explorer missions should be
considered.

The individual missions supported by the Earth Explorer ,'ro-
gram will involve different degrees of technology development and
financial commitment. The National Science Foundation (NSFi,
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), the
dnited States Geological Survey (USGS), and the Department of De-
fense (DOD) have various interests in the earth sciences and in space
observations that are compatible with those of NASA. The norm
should be close cooperation in all areas in which agency interests
converge.

Many missions will also stimulate and benefit from internatio_ _1

cooperation. Through direct collaboration in joint missions, projects
otherwise too ambitious for the Earth Explorer line can be accom-
modated. Examples of cooperative projects under active negotiation
include plans to fly a scatterometer and the tropical rainfall measur-
ing system on Japanese spacecraft and the proposal between N _SA
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and the French Centre Nationale des Etudes Spatiales (CNES) to fly
a magnetic observer.

The Earth observation missions of other nations will complement
and supplement the data obtained from NASA and NOAA satellite,,.
.All nations involved in the exploration of the Earth from space will
benefit by combining their data and learning to develop interactive
data systems of international scope. Surface data from other nations
also will be required. For inst. nee, data from the international net-
work of surface magnetic observatorie.- _,c necessary for separating
spatial magnetic variations observed by a satellite from magnetic
storms.

In addition, there are opportunities to share the use of ground
facilities. For example, the operation of equatorial three-component
magnetic observatories by the USGS is an essential complement to |
satellite observations of magnetic field intensity. Air Force ground
stations might be used to collect data from satellites, thus decree.s-
ing costs of onboard data hardware. Surface weather observations
or profile data from NOAA satellites will often be needed in ana-
lyzing atmospheric or s'_lrface observations or in compensating for
atmospheric effects on electromagnetic transmission.

Finally, as discussed in the previous chapters, _he Earth Explorer
program is essential for completing key measurements that will be
made through international research programs in the earth sciences,
such as the International Geosphere Biosphere Program--A Study of
Global Change (IGBP) and the World Climate Research Program.
The Earth Explorer missions will benefit from the broad expertise
available in the international scientific community, and the missions
will make greater contributions if they answer scientific questions of
vital international interest. Many of the mechanisms for facilitating
interagency and international cooperation are in place and are being
usedwithinc_-easingeffectiveness.

Inconclusion,thecommitteebelievesthattheproposedEarth
Explorerprogramprovidesa substantialopportunityforprogressin
theearthsciences,boththroughindependentmissionsand through
missionsdesignedtocomplementthelarge-scaleplatformsandinter-
nationalprogramsthatrepresentimportantnationalcommitments.
The strategypresentedinthisreportisintendedtohelpensurethe
successoftheEarthExplorerprogramas a vitalstimulantto the
studyofourplanet.
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Appendix B

Representative Earth Explorer Program

The following tables provide a hypothetical example of the dis-
tribution of funds and program elements over the first 10 years of an
Earth Explorer program funded at a level of $75M per year (in 1988
dollars). Spacecraft and instrument design costs for the program are
estimated at 5 to 10 percent of the total hardware costs. Mission
operations and data analysis (MO&DA) costs are not included in
the table as part of the budget envelope. The committee expects
adequate resources to be budgeted from the regular MO&DA budget
of the Earth Science and Applications Division. Finally, launch costs
also are not included as part of the proposed budget.

P
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TABLE B.1 SmallMissions/Instrumentsforthe FirstTen Years
of a RepresentativeEarth Explorer Program

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8

1990 $8 (C)

1991 $ 3 (D)

1992 $12 (C) $ 3 (D)

1993 $ 9 (C) $ S (C) $ 2 (D)

1994 $ 7(C) $18 (C) $2 (D)

1995 $10(C) $19(C) $1 (D)

1996 $9(C) $8 (C)

1997 $ 2 (D)

1998 $16 (C) $ 3 (D)

1999 $ 8 (C) $18 (C)

NOTE: All figures are _.n $million and in 1987 dollars. (D) indicates design
(phases A and B), and (C) indicates construction (phases C and D).
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TABLE B.2 Moderate Missions for the First Ten Years of a Representative
Earth Explorer Program

ANNUAL
B1 B2 B$ B4 B5 B6 BUDGET

[$5(D)]
1990 $22 (C) $30M

1991 $47(C) $5(D) $55M

1992 $25 (C) $35 (C) $75M

1993 $52 (C) $4(D) $75M

1994 $36(C) $12 (C) $75M

1995 $39 (C) $ 6 (D) $75M

1996 $10(C) $45 (C) $3 (D) $7_M

1997 $46(C) $27(C) $75M

1998 $28(C) $25 (C) $3(D) $75M

1999 $15 (C) $36(C) $75M

NOTE: All figures are in Stall|ion and in 1987 dollars. (D) indicates design
(phasesA and B), and (C) indicatesconstruction(phasesC and D).
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